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Abstract

Gaze estimation for ordinary smart phone, e.g. estimat-

ing where the user is looking at on the phone screen, can be

applied in various applications. However, the widely used

appearance-based CNN methods still have two issues for

practical adoption. First, due to the limited dataset, gaze

estimation is very likely to suffer from over-fitting, leading

to poor accuracy at run time. Second, the current method-

s are usually not robust, i.e. their prediction results having

notable jitters even when the user is performing gaze fixa-

tion, which degrades user experience greatly. For the first

issue, we propose a new tolerant and talented (TAT) train-

ing scheme, which is an iterative random knowledge distil-

lation framework enhanced with cosine similarity pruning

and aligned orthogonal initialization. The knowledge dis-

tillation is a tolerant teaching process providing diverse and

informative supervision. The enhanced pruning and initial-

ization is a talented learning process prompting the network

to escape from the local minima and re-born from a better

start. For the second issue, we define a new metric to mea-

sure the robustness of gaze estimator, and propose an adver-

sarial training based Disturbance with Ordinal loss (DwO)

method to improve it. The experimental results show that

our TAT method achieves state-of-the-art performance on

GazeCapture dataset, and that our DwO method improves

the robustness while keeping comparable accuracy.

1. Introduction

Gaze estimation is a task to predict where a person is

looking at given the person’s full face. The task contains

two directions: 3-D [20, 31] gaze vector and 2-D [9] gaze
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Figure 1. (a) A visualization of training (red line) and validation

(blue line) error curves. Left: error curves of standard training

scheme. The network over-fits on the training set greatly. Right:

error curves of our TAT training scheme. Annotations [A-C] de-

note the re-born points in our iterative TAT. After network re-

borns, the error increases and the network converges fast. Our

TAT mitigates over-fitting significantly, i.e. the gap between two

errors is much reduced. (b) An example of predicted points on

phone screen. Left: a series of images where subject stares at a

fixed point (red dot). Middle: prediction results (blue dots) trained

with standard method. Right: prediction results trained with our

method. Using our method, the prediction results have less jitters

and are more concentrated comparing to the middle figure. Best

viewed in color.



position estimation. 3-D gaze vector estimation is to pre-

dict the gaze vector, which is usually used in the automo-

tive safety. 2-D gaze position estimation is to predict the

horizontal and vertical coordinates on a 2-D screen, which

allows utilizing gaze point to control a cursor for human-

machine interaction. As 2-D gaze technology is often used

on smart phone or tablet, the range of head pose and view-

ing direction are smaller than that of 3-D gaze estimation.

In this paper, we focus on 2-D gaze estimation.

Appearance based methods [20, 31, 9, 2, 16] using deep

neural network have shown good performance on gaze es-

timation task. However, existing methods are still inade-

quate to be applied in real applications. On one hand, there

is a large performance gap between the training error and

the validation error due to severe over-fitting. As shown in

Fig. 1 (a)-left, the training error (red curve) is much lower

than the validation error (blue curve) using standard train-

ing method. On the other hand, when user stares at one

point, the gaze prediction result jitters sharply, as shown

in Fig.1 (b)-middle. The reason is that, given perturbation

(though imperceptible by human) on input, CNN have been

shown to output notably different result due to its weak ro-

bustness [3, 11, 12, 21]. It brings great difficulty to gaze

based user interaction, e.g. the duration time based gaze ac-

tivation [15] is hard to be realized.

Recent methods [9, 2] capture or generate large dataset

to train the network to make the gaze estimator more gen-

eralized. However, they still suffer from over-fitting for the

following reasons. First, there are still redundant weights

in the network whose function is similar with other weight-

s, no matter how large the training set is. Second, there is

no training scheme to deal with the useless weights. As for

jitters, although they can be smoothed by temporal smooth-

ing method such as Kalman Filter [7], temporal delay is in-

evitably introduced, which is intolerable for real-time gaze

estimation. There is no existing metric, dataset or method

to solve this problem in the training phase.

In this paper, for the first issue, we propose a new Toler-

ant and Talented (TAT) training scheme to mitigate over-

fitting in gaze estimation. First, we propose a random

knowledge distillation framework. It is an iterative toler-

ant teaching process by randomly selected teachers, which

enhances the informative and diverse supervision. It does

not cost additional time because all teachers are obtained

and employed in one generation. Second, we propose a

cosine similarity pruning method and an aligned orthogo-

nal initialization method. It is a talented learning process

which prompts the network to escape from the local minima

and to continue optimizing on a better direction. The cosine

similarity pruning deletes the useless weights, inheriting the

talent of the teacher. The aligned orthogonal initialization

method constrains the re-initialized weights orthogonal to

each other and aligned to the original distribution, which

makes the network re-born from a better start. Applying

these two parts iteratively, we can narrow the performance

gap between training set and testing set, achieving higher

accuracy in testing set. For the second issue, we propose

a metric to measure the robustness of gaze estimator, and

capture a corresponding dataset for experimental validation.

Furthermore, in order to improve the robustness, we pro-

pose a Disturbance with Ordinal loss (DwO) method which

customizes the adversarial training for ordinal loss. To our

knowledge, this is the first time to deal with gaze estimation

robustness problem.

The proposed method is evaluated on GazeCatpure [9]

and our own dataset. Experimental results show that our

TAT training scheme outperforms the state-of-the-art ap-

proach on GazeCapture, and that our DwO method reduces

jitters on our dataset significantly. The major contributions

of this paper can be summarized as follows.

• A powerful Tolerant and Talented (TAT) training

scheme is proposed, which is an iterative random

knowledge distillation framework enhanced with co-

sine similarity pruning and aligned orthogonal initial-

ization. Inheriting the talent from the tolerant teacher,

the network can be trained to escape from the local

minima, mitigating over-fitting effectively.

• An adversarial training based Disturbance with Ordi-

nal loss (DwO) method is proposed to address the ro-

bustness problem in gaze estimation, which is the first

work to our knowledge. Also a quantitative robustness

metric for gaze estimation is proposed.

• Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance on

GazeCapture dataset, and enhances significantly the

robustness of gaze estimation on our captured dataset

with comparable accuracy.

2. Related Work

Gaze Estimation. In the past few years, gaze estima-

tion draws increasing attention because it provides a great

way for human-machine interaction [28, 24, 30]. Appear-

ance based methods achieve promising results through us-

ing deep convolutional neural network (CNN). To make the

CNN extract efficient features, Krafka et al. [9] feed both

full face patch and eye patches into the CNN. Sugano et

al. [20] use the spatial attention to encode the information

about different region of the full face. Most of the existing

method use L2 loss to optimize the CNN as gaze estimation

is a regression problem [31, 9]. However, learning from L2

loss suffers from the issue of imbalanced training data [22].

In this paper, we feed face and eye patches into the network

following [9], but use ordinal loss [1, 14] to predict gaze.

Knowledge Distillation. Teacher-student framework

has been demonstrated to improve the performance when



the student has the same architecture with the teacher [26,

25]. Benefiting from the soft supervision provided by the

teacher, student network can learn from the inter-class sim-

ilarity and potentially lower the risk of over-fitting [26]. To

reduce the time complexity increased by educating time,

Yang et al. [26] present snapshot distillation, which enables

teacher-student optimization in one generation. However,

most of the existing works learn from only one teacher,

whose supervision lacks diversity. In this paper, we ran-

domly select a teacher to educate the student.

Pruning. Pruning methods are often used in model com-

pression [6, 4]. The main idea is to delete useless weights

and keep comparable performance. The weights are pruned

according to different criteria such as L1 norm [13], geo-

metric medium [5]. The pruned weights will not be used in

the final model. Different from the pruning methods men-

tioned above, Repr [17] uses orthogonal coefficient to de-

termine if the weights need to be pruned, and re-initializes

the pruned weights orthogonally to continue training the

network. However, Repr doesn’t consider negative correla-

tion of weights. In addition, the distribution of re-initialized

weights is different from that of the pruned weights, which

makes the network start from a bad initialization. In this pa-

per, we propose a cosine similarity pruning and aligned or-

thogonal initialization method to make the network re-born

from a better start.

Robustness of CNN Models. While CNN models

achieve high accuracy on diverse datasets, they can be easi-

ly misled by some small perturbations of their input, which

are imperceptible to human, and give wrong predictions. To

enhance the robustness, adversarial training are commonly

used to train the CNNs, which generates adversarial pertur-

bations according to the gradients of loss w.r.t. the input

and adds them to the input as adversarial samples. How-

ever, existing methods [3, 11, 12, 18, 21, 23] mainly focus

on classification tasks, yet regression tasks also need to en-

hance robustness, e.g. to reduce prediction jitters. In this

paper, we study the robustness of a regression problem, e.g.

gaze estimation.

3. Method of Gaze Estimation

Our method contains two parts. The first part is Tolerant

and Talented (TAT) training scheme, which is a knowledge

distillation from a randomly selected teachers with a cosine

similarity pruning and an aligned orthogonal initialization.

The second part is an adversarial training method with the

loss of Disturbance with Ordinal (DwO), which generates

adversarial samples to enhance the robustness. Specifical-

ly, gaze estimation is a regression problem. L2 Loss is of-

ten used to optimize the network’s parameters. However,

learning from L2 loss suffers from the issue of imbalanced

training data [22]. In this paper, We solve these problem

by optimizing ordinal loss, converting regression problem

to classification problem. Different from other classifica-

tion loss such as softmax loss, ordinal loss preserves the

property of regression. It provides a larger loss when the

prediction is farther away from the ground truth. Ordinal

label y is a vector with the length of B, which is converted

from a continuous value gt, e.g. the horizontal or vertical

coordinate of the gaze position, following the formula,

yb =

{
1 if b ·BinSize ≤ gt

0 otherwise
(1)

where BinSize quantifies the prediction range into B + 1
intervals, B is the bin number, yb is the b-th component of

y, indicating whether b · BinSize is smaller than gt. The

shape of ordinal label is visualized in Fig. 2

In the training process, we minimize the following for-

mula,

Lossordinal =
N∑

i=1

B∑

b=1

−(ybi log(P
b
net(xi;W ))

+(1− ybi )log(1− P b
net(xi;W ))),

(2)

where Pnet(xi) is the output of the network, i.e. a B-

length vector indicating probability of the corresponding

bin, P b
Net(xi) is the b-th component, xi is a training sam-

ple, W are the parameters of the network. N is the image

number of the training set.

In the testing process, the sample x is predicted as fol-

lows,

predict = BinSize · (
B∑

b=1

I(P b
net(x;W ) ≥ 0.5) + 0.5),

(3)

Where I(·) means indicator function.

3.1. TAT: Tolerant and Talented Training Scheme

In this section, we describe the details of the TAT training

scheme, as shown in Algorithm 1.

The design idea of the TAT training scheme is to contin-

uously remove the ineffective weights and give the pruned

weights another optimization direction, which is non-trivial.

Tolerant means the opposite of strict, and uses soft label in-

stead of hard label. Talented means that the student inherits

the talent of the teacher.

The TAT training scheme consists of three parts, a

random knowledge distillation (RKD), a cosine similarity

pruning (CSP), an aligned orthogonal initialization (AOI).

The random knowledge distillation provides smooth super-

vision from a randomly selected teacher to teach the stu-

dent network, to prevent over-fitting caused by hard label.

The cosine similarity pruning method deletes the ineffective

weights, to help the student network escape from the local



Algorithm 1 TAT Training Scheme.

Require: TeacherList=∅, training configuration

{λteacher, λmix, λhard, p%}, number of epoch L,

number of mini-generation K;

1: Initialize W0;

2: for k = 1, 2 . . .K do

3: for l = 1, 2 . . . L do

4: sample teacher from TeacherList;

5: compute Loss according to Eq. 9;

6: update Wk;

7: end for

8: add Wk to TeacherList;

9: compute the Sim(Wk) according to Eq. 5;

10: compute top p% of Sim(Wk), denoted as Ŵk;

11: re-initialize the Ŵk according to Eq. 6 7;

12: end for

13: return M : y = f(x,W = WK);

minima. The aligned orthogonal initialization method re-

initializes the pruned weights, to give a better direction to

optimize. To enhance the regularization, we also introduce

the mixup method to provide an auxiliary loss. The details

of the three parts and mixup method are introduced below.

Random Knowledge Distillation (RKD). The function

of this module is to provide similarity information in the

neighboring gaze positions from teacher’s output iterative-

ly. In more detail, the whole generation is split into K mini-

generations following [26]. Each mini-generation has L e-

poches except the first one, which contains L + 1 epoches.

The additional 1 epoch in the first mini-generation is the

warmup epoch. When the network is in the training process

of k, where k = 2 · · ·K, there are k−1 teachers. Similar to

the Eq. 2, the optimization of this part is to minimize the K-

L divergence between the teacher and the student, following

the formula,

Lossteacher =
N∑

i=1

B∑

b=1

−(y′
b

i · log(P
b
net(xi;Ws))

+(1− y′
b

i ) · log(1− P b
net(xi;Ws))),

(4)

where y′ is the output from the teacher’s network. Ws is the

parameter of a student network, which needs to be updated.

The teacher in our random knowledge distillation frame-

work provides informative and diverse supervision. The in-

formativeness reflects not only the provided smooth label,

but also the quality of the teacher. The diversity reflects the

difference of supervision. To keep the informativeness, we

remove the teacher whose prediction error is larger than a

threshold. To enhance the diversity, we select the teacher

randomly.

Cosine Similarity Pruning (CSP). This part is a prun-

ing module, which tries to delete the ineffective filters to

help the network escape from the local minima. The metric

of the filter selection is the cosine similarity of the filter’s

weight. We denote the weight of each layer as WF , whose

shape is (Nout, C,Kw,Kh), where Nout is the number of

the filter in this layer, C is the input channel number, Kw

and Kh are the width and height of the filter respectively.

The flattened WF is composed of Nout vectors with the

shape of C × Kw × Kh. Let W̃fi = Wfi/‖Wfi‖ denote

the normalized weights, where fi = 1 · · ·Nout. Then we

compute the cosine similarity of each filter fi following the

formula

Simfi =
(
∑Nout

col=1
(W̃F × W̃F

T
− I))row=fi

Nout

, (5)

where W̃F ×W̃F
T

is a matrix of size Nout×Nout. Simfi

means summing all the cosine similarities between filter fi
and all the other filters in this layer. Following [17], we

compute the metric in a single layer, and the ranking is com-

puted over all the filters in the network. However, there are

two different points from the method in [17]. First, we don’t

use the absolute value. In fact, the negative correlation, i.e.

cosine similarity is equal to −1, should be considered d-

ifferently from the positive correlation, because the ReLU

layer following the convolution layer suppresses the nega-

tive values. Second, we add a constraint that each layer’s

pruning ratio can’t be larger than a threshold pmax%. Oth-

erwise, most of the filters in one layer may be pruned, and

the training starts from scratch. We prune the weights with

top p% Simfi.

Aligned Orthogonal Initialization (AOI). This part

gives a new initialization of the pruned weights, to help the

network continue optimizing on a better direction. There

are two principles to design the re-initialization method.

First, the re-initialized weights need to have low cosine sim-

ilarity according to the formula 5. It suppresses repeated

pruning in the next mini-generation. Second, the L2 nor-

m of re-initialized weights need to match with that of the

pruned ones. Specifically, if the L2 norm of re-initialized

weights is very small, there is little contribution coming

from the re-initialized weights. On the opposite, if the

L2 norm is very large, the network is likely to collapse.

Thus, we re-initialize the pruned weights in an orthogonal

way with three steps. First, we get W Re, whose shape is

(Npruned, C,Kw,Kh), by applying QR decomposion1 on

WF . Second, we compute the weights adjusted with BN

parameters, according to the formula,

W adjfi =
Wfi ·BN scalefi√

BN varfi
, (6)

where BN scale and BN var are the scale and variance
in the batch normalization layer, fi means the fi-th pruned

1https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/nn.html#torch-nn-init



filter. Third, the W Re are aligned following the formula,

W alignedfi =
W Refi

‖W Refi‖2
· Scalaraligned. (7)

The orthogonality can be preserved if al-

l the vectors in W Re are multiplied by

a scalar. Scalaraligned is sampled from a

(min({‖W adjfi‖2, ∀fi}),max({‖W adjfi‖2, ∀fi}))
uniform distribution.

Mixup. Mixup [29] method generates virtual samples

following the formula,

xmix = α · xi + (1− α) · xj ,

labelmix = α · labeli + (1− α) · labelj ,
(8)

where parameter α is sampled from beta distribution in [29],

xi and xj are the data in the training set. Mixing the feature

in the last layer doesn’t work because the mixed samples

are treated as vicinity samples [29]. However, in an ordinal

ranking task, mixing the feature in the last layer is treated

as a regularization term because of the regression property.

We sample α from a (0, 1) uniform distribution. We will

show that it improves the performance in the Section 4.3.

Finally, the total loss is

Losstotal = λhard · Losshard + λmix · Lossmix

+λteacher · Lossteacher,
(9)

where Losshard and Lossmix are ordinal losses whose

ground-truth comes from the original data and mixed data,

respectively.

3.2. DwO: Disturbance with Ordinal Loss

In this section, we describe the details about improving

the robustness of gaze estimators. Firstly, we define an e-

valuation metric to measure the robustness. Secondly, we

capture a dataset, named GazeStare, for evaluating this met-

ric. Finally, we propose an adversarial training based Dis-

turbance with Ordinal loss (DwO) method to improve the

robustness of gaze models.

The idea of this method stems from the key observation

of notable jittering of gaze estimation results as shown in

Fig. 1-(b). While there is no existing paper studying the

gaze estimation robustness of jittering, it has tremendous

influence on practical use cases. Thus, this paper propose an

evaluation metric, a dataset and a training method regarding

to the robustness of gaze estimation.

MSD evaluation metric. In general, the papers studying

the adversarial robustness are based on classification tasks

and they use classification accuracy as metric [3, 11, 12, 18,

21, 23]. However, gaze estimation is a regression problem

and we aim to measure the robustness of gaze estimation

results when a person stares at a fixed point. To this end, we

k binsk bins

Bins

Output

1

0

Center bins

Ground-Truth

ordinal label

Prediction

ordinal output

Figure 2. Illustration of our ameliorated usage of ordinal loss when

calculating the gradients. Instead of using all the bins of the ordi-

nal output, we only leverage center bins, i.e. the 2k bins neighbor-

ing to the prediction. Best viewed in color.

propose Mean Standard Deviation (MSD) as an evaluation

metric, which is defined as

µ(Sj) =
1

M

M∑

i=1

g(xi) (10)

σ(Sj) =

√√√√ 1

M

M∑

i=1

‖g(xi)− µ(Sj)‖22 (11)

MSD(D) =
1

Ns

Ns∑

j=1

σ(Sj) (12)

with Sj = {x1, x2, ..., xM} being a set of consecutive im-

ages where a person stares at a fixed point. We refer to Sj

as a sequence hereafter. g(·) means the predicted gaze co-

ordinates. Ns denotes the number of sequences in dataset

D. The MSD calculates the average standard deviation of

prediction result of all the sequences in the dataset.

GazeStare dataset. Currently no existing gaze dataset

contains large number of sequences with many images

where subjects stare at fixed points continuously, yet in

practical use this kind of sequences are easily acquired. For

instance, 47% of sequences in GazeCapture dataset have

less than 5 images each. Evaluating MSD with such dataset-

s is not statistically convincing. Thus, we collect a dataset

called GazeStare containing sequences with abundant im-

ages. GazeStare consists of images from 14 subjects. A

subject stares at 8-10 points and about 210 frames are cap-

tured for each point. To have less noise data, eye-blinking

frames are removed from the dataset. As a result, GazeStare

contains 26427 images.

Training method. To achieve better robustness of gaze

estimator, we propose an adversarial training based method

customized for the ordinal loss. In training phase, we gener-

ate adversarial perturbation based on the Projected Gradient

Descendant (PGD) [12] method and add them to original in-

puts to imitate small pixel-wise variation, e.g. illumination



variation. The PGD is a strong iterative method to generate

perturbation, which can be written as

xadv
0 = x (13)

xadv
t+1 = clip(xadv

t + γ · sign(∇xadv

t

L(Pnet(x
adv
t ), y)), ǫ),

(14)

where γ is the step length, and t denotes the iteration step,

which reaches T to finish the perturbation generation. ǫ is

L∞ norm constraint for the adversarial samples. L(·) is the

loss function i.e. ordinal loss in our gaze estimator. Pnet(·)
is the output of our network.

To make the ordinal loss harmonize with the adversari-

al training, we ameliorate the usage of ordinal loss. More

specifically, as illustrated in Fig. 2, when calculating the

gradients of ordinal loss w.r.t input, we only leverage 2k
bins near the prediction of the ordinal output to make the

gradients more reasonable (we refer to these bins as cen-

ter bins hereafter). The reason is that, when the prediction

varies slightly, it’s mainly the excitation of the bins near

the prediction that varies, so we don’t take bins far from the

prediction into account when calculating the gradients. This

design makes the adversarial samples more meaningful and

therefore results in better performance, which is shown in

the ablation study.

In the training process, we mix original samples and ad-

versarial samples in order to maintain the estimation accu-

racy. The ratio of original samples in the training set is de-

noted as Org.%.

4. Experiment

In this section, we first introduce the datasets on which

the method is evaluated, and then detail the settings of our

method. After that, we compare with two methods. The

first one is iTracker [9], which is the state-of-the-art in 2-D

gaze estimation, and the second one is SD [26], which is the

state-of-the-art general knowledge distillation method. We

reproduce their method for gaze estimation task. Ablation

study is also conducted to show the contribution of each part

of our work.

4.1. Dataset and Configuration

GazeCapture dataset. GazeCapture dataset [9] is a 2-

D gaze dataset captured with iphone and ipad in different

orientations, which contains 1,490,959 valid frames (both

eyes and faces detected) from 1471 subjects. The dataset

is divided into train, validation, and test splits consisting of

1271, 50, and 150 subjects, respectively.

GazeCN dataset. In Section 3.2, we introduce our

GazeStare dataset designed for measuring robustness of

gaze estimator. To keep consistent with the distribution of

that dataset for better validating the effectiveness of our D-

wO method, we also capture the GazeCN dataset. GazeCN

is a 2-D gaze dataset which consists of images from 290

subjects. The images are collected with Galaxy S8+, under

different illumination conditions, at different body postures

and head poses. We split the subjects into two non-overlap

parts, which contain 263 and 27 subjects respectively, as

train set and test set. As a result, the train set and test set

have 262,400 and 43,380 images, respectively.

Network Configuration. Following [9], the input of the

network contains 3 parts with the size of 64 × 64, i.e. face

patches, left and right eye patches. We use the architecture

in [27] instead of AlexNet [10] to enhance the fitting ability

of the network. The output of each sub-network is a vec-

tor of 128 dimension. After these three 128-D vectors are

combined, a fully connection layer is followed whose size

is 384 × 128. The dimension of final feature is 128. For

GazeCapture dataset [9], we set bin number B to 133 for

both horizontal and vertical coordinates. For our GazeCN

dataset, we use the 72 and 98 bin number for horizontal and

vertical coordinates respectively.

There are some hyper-parameters in the training scheme.

We set λteach, λmix, λhard to 0.6, 0.4, 0.2 respectively. In

random knowledge distillation, we use 1 epoch to warmup,

7 epoches for knowledge distillation. The number of mini-

generation K is 5. In cosine similarity pruning, we set

the pruning ratio p% to 20%, the max ratio for each lay-

er pmax% to 50%. In DwO, we set the ǫ to 3, the γ to 1.

4.2. Comparison with state of the art

We first show the results on GazeCapture dataset [9]. As

shown in Tab. 1, compared with iTracker [9], our result out-

performs in both iphone dataset and ipad dataset, achieving

4.8% and 5.3% error reduction respectively. Compared with

SD [26] which is reproduced by us for gaze estimation, our

error is a little higher in ipad set, but lower in iphone set and

the total set.

iphone ipad total

iTracker [9] 1.86 2.81 2.05

SD [26] 1.81 2.61 1.97

TAT 1.77 2.66 1.95
Table 1. Test errors (in cm.) on GazeCapture dataset. First row is

the result reported in [9]. The second row is the result reproduced

by us using the method in [26]. The last row is the result of our

TAT training scheme.

Note that the image resolution we used are 64 × 64 for

all three patches, since we are interested in the performance

gain from the training algorithm. Larger image size, deeper

network and model ensemble are very effective for boost-

ing the model accuracy. For example, Kannan [8] uses the

image size of 448 × 448 to achieve the error of 1.75cm on

GazeCapture dataset. These techniques can be integrated

with our TAT method to further improve the gaze estima-

tion accuracy.



4.3. Ablation study

In ablation study, we use the subset of GazeCapture

named iphone orientation 1, which contains about 400k

training frames, 19k validation frames and 55k testing

frames.

Analysis of Random Knowledge Distillation (RKD).

In Tab. 2, we fix the pruning method and re-initialization

method as our proposed CSP and AOI. The result of “Fine-

tune” means that we prune the useless weights and re-

initialize them, then fine-tune the network using hard loss

and mix loss only in Eq. 9. We can see that the error re-

duction from the MG.0 to MG.1 is lower than other meth-

ods. With the increasing of the mini-generation step, the er-

ror doesn’t decrease because it lacks teacher’s supervision.

The error of “LastOne” stops decreasing after the MG.3.

We guess that the teacher’s quality, i.e. the performance

of teacher, becomes low with the increasing of the mini-

generation step. As we use the average output of the teach-

ers, which can improve the teacher’s performance, we get

more error reduction as shown in the result of “Our mean”.

“Our Best” provides the best teacher, but the result is worse

than ”Our random”, which demonstrates that the teacher’s

diversity is also important.

MG.0 MG.1 MG.2 MG.3 MG.4

Finetune 1.81 1.80 1.78 1.79 1.79

LastOne 1.80 1.77 1.76 1.75 1.77

Our mean 1.80 1.77 1.76 1.75 1.75

Our best 1.79 1.77 1.77 1.76 1.77

Our random 1.79 1.77 1.75 1.74 1.73
Table 2. The test errors (in cm.) of different knowledge distilla-

tion methods. “Finetune” means that there is no teacher, and the

supervision comes from the hard label. “LastOne” means that we

use the teacher in the last mini-generation, which is similar to [26].

“Our mean” means that the supervision are the mean output of all

the model in the previous mini-generations. “Our best” uses the

best one i.e. lowest error, in the previous mini-generations. “Our

random” means that we randomly select a model as the teach-

er from the previous mini-generations. “MG.#” means the mini-

generation step.

Analysis of Cosine Similarity Pruning (CSP). In Tab.

3, we fix RKD and AOI, and compare different pruning

methods. The result of “Repr” shows the error is not stable.

There are two reasons. First, “Repr” computes the absolute

value of cosine similarity, which causes that many weights

near the input layer are pruned, because the weights near the

input layer have a large negative correlation as demonstrat-

ed in [19]. Second, if we don’t constrain the pruning ratio in

each layer, most of the weights in the same layer are pruned

leading to a large influence for the next training. This insta-

bility is also demonstrated in the result of “Scratch”, which

doesn’t use pruning method and re-initializes all the weight-

s in the student network. It means that the student doesn’t
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Figure 3. Visualization of the distribution of weights re-initialized

by different methods. The x-axis means the value of L2 Norm. We

visualize the range of L2 Norm of different methods in different

positions of y-axis. The left figure is the result of the layer “Con-

v11”. The right figure is the result of the layer “Conv52”. Best

viewed in color.

inherit anything from the teacher. In our CSP, we consider

that weights with large negative correlation are also impor-

tant. In addition, we constrain the pruning ratio of each lay-

er to be lower than a threshold i.e. pmax% in order to make

the student network inherit talent from the teacher. Result

of our method shows that the error is reduced step by step.

MG.0 MG.1 MG.2 MG.3 MG.4

Repr 1.80 1.78 1.77 1.78 1.77

Scratch 1.79 1.82 1.80 1.80 1.80

Our CSP 1.79 1.77 1.75 1.74 1.73
Table 3. The test errors (in cm.) of different pruning methods.

“Repr” means that we use the pruning method in [17]. “Scratch”

means that we re-initialize all the weights. “Our CSP” means that

we use our CSP method.

Analysis of Aligned Orthogonal Initialization (AOI).

In Tab. 4, we compare different re-initialization method-

s, fixing RKD and CSP. It shows that the“Orth.” method

doesn’t converge after MG.1. The result of uniform re-

initialization is almost unchanged after MG.1. To explain

the reason of these phenomenons, we visualize the L2 Norm

of the weights, as shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows the L2

Norm range of the weights. In layer “Conv11”, which is the

first layer of the network, the L2 Norm of both the pruned

weights and original weights are lower than 0.1, which

are much smaller than both of the weights re-initialized by

“Uniform” and “Orth”. Especially, there is one filter re-

initialized by “Orth.” whose weights have much larger L2

Norm than the pruned weights. It causes an abnormal out-

put of layer “Conv11”, which influence all successive lay-

ers, leading to the network collapse and divergence. In the

layer “Conv52”, the L2 Norm of the pruned weights has a

higher bound than both of the weights re-initialized by “U-

niform” and “Orth.”. It means that the re-initialized weights

make little contribution to the network. Though the weights

with smaller L2 Norm can be updated during training, they



still have a worse starting point compared with “Our AOI”

method. On the contrary, the weights re-initialized by “Our

AOI” have the same bound of L2 Norm with the pruned

ones.

MG.0 MG.1 MG.2 MG.3 MG.4

Orth. 1.79 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Uniform 1.81 1.77 1.78 1.77 1.77

Our AOI 1.79 1.77 1.75 1.74 1.73
Table 4. The test errors (in cm.) of different re-initialization meth-

ods. “Orth.” and “Uniform” mean the orthogonal and uniform re-

initialization respectively. “Our AOI” means our proposed aligned

orthogonal initialization method.

Analysis of DwO. In Tab. 5, we report the performance

of the model trained with DwO on GazeCN dataset. The

error is tested on GazeCN test set. The MSD is tested on

the proposed GazeStare dataset to measure the robustness.

We fix γ = 1 in all the setups. As we diminish the num-

ber of center bin in ordinal loss, the model with 8 center

bins achieves the best performance (low error and low MS-

D), which validates the effectiveness of the center bin loss’s

design. The reason that this specific number works best is

that, for a majority of samples, bins with output between 0.1

and 0.9 are in range of 8 bins around the prediction, so gen-

erating adversarial perturbation on these bins is the most

reasonable. On bottom half of Tab. 5, as we increase the

PGD iteration number (T) and decrease the original data%,

we sacrifice more accuracy to get better robustness. Here

we recommend the setup with T=1 and Org.%=90%, which

achieves 19.2% drop of MSD with comparable accuracy

to the baseline, which is trained with a standard training

scheme. Using the model trained with our DwO method,

the user can experience significant reduction of jitters and

barely feel the drop on accuracy.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we claim that to achieve accurate gaze es-

timation in the real work, there are still two problems, i.e.

performance gap between training set and testing set, and

robustness. To solve the over-fitting problem, we propose

a Tolerant and Talented (TAT) training scheme. The TAT

training scheme is a tolerant teaching and talented learning

method. The tolerant teaching process is based on a knowl-

edge distillation framework, which providing diverse and

informative supervision. The talented learning process ben-

efits from cosine similarity pruning and aligned orthogonal

initialization, which prompts the network to escape from the

local minima and to continue optimizing on a better direc-

tion. For the robustness problem, we propose a metric and a

dataset to measure the robustness of gaze estimator. Further,

we propose a Disturbance with Ordinal loss (DwO) method

to improve the robustness by customizing adversarial train-

Model
# Ctr.

T Org.%
Err. MSD

bin (cm.) (cm.)

Baseline 1.15 0.42

DwO

All 1 90 1.20 0.36

32 1 90 1.22 0.35

16 1 90 1.20 0.34

8 1 90 1.18 0.34

8 2 90 1.25 0.30

8 3 90 1.28 0.29

8 1 80 1.22 0.30

8 1 50 1.30 0.29

8 1 0 1.44 0.27

Table 5. GazeCN and GazeStare: Performance of the network

trained with DwO with different setups. #Ctr. bin refers to the

number of center bins. T refers to the PGD iteration number.

Org.% stands for the percentage of the original training data. Error

and MSD are the lower the better. The boldface line shows that our

DwO method improves the robustness significantly while keeping

comparable accuracy with the baseline.

ing for ordinal loss. We demonstrate that our TAT method

achieves state-of-the-art on GazeCapture dataset, and that

our DwO method improves gaze estimator’s robustness sig-

nificantly while keeping comparable accuracy. In the future,

we also plan to employ our methods on other regression

tasks.
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